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Gods Eyes 

I have a choice each day to choose my 

eyes, those of my human eyes or 

those of my Gods eyes. 

My human eyes are critical and 

unkind, they tell of words unspoken, 

and faults that are underlined.  They 

contribute to the madness that is 

around and add to the sadness that is 

abound.  They don’t consider the 

stories of others, there is no 

time.  They not only find flaws in others 

they are my worst enemy to self-

criticize.  They are the destroyers of 

dreams, and the beauty that is around. 

They make us greedy for things we do 

not have. They punish all those 

around, they are so unkind.  They are 

the past and won’t let go of all we are 

told, because they have been passed 

onto us from others whose dreams 

have not come to pass.  They carry the 

dreams of others that have not been 

obtained.  They blame for things that 

go wrong.  It’s not my fault they tell us, 

it’s others, surely not me. 

So today I choose to use my God 

eyes, to view the world as he does, no 

faults, no flaws, just the beauty of 

others and the beauty of my 

surrounds.  I have travelled this same 

road many times not knowing what is 

around the bend.  It is the same but 

changing, the view is expansive, full of 

wonder and excitement.  Close your 

eyes and travel that road the one 

covered in mist, in the early morning 

before the sun has come.  It is eerie, it 

is fresh.  Full of goodness. Full of 

promise of what is to come next.    The 

sun starts to rise, it makes its 

appearance known.  Look as it rises 

through the mist, it cannot be seen but 

you know it is there, as it burns 

through the mist, its golden rays show 

through the dappled trees on that 

highway.  You feel the excitement as 

to what will be revealed, what colours 

will it bring.  The many colours of 

green, orange, and red.  The brown of 

the grass that the cattle feed.  It brings 

new life, new hope, to see the world 

with your God eyes.  There is no pain, 

there is no suffering, only the love you 



give, and can take.  The sharing in the 

pain, the joint venture of the divine to 

set it in place.  A place of no colour, no 

race, only the love of God through his 

eyes.   You see the things around, the 

helping hand you lend for a moment, 

whatever it takes to keep those eyes 

shining bright.  A promise to share 

what we have, the exchange of love 

we all have inside of us.  The love to 

make this a better place for all of us. 

To make the day a brighter day, of 

love and sharing.  It is easy if you 

choose.   

So today I choose to use my God 

eyes.  To view the world as one place, 

one people, one universe all the same. 

To influence my thoughts of all that is 

beautiful around me. All that is colour, 

all that is natural, all that is true.  I may 

falter but that is okay, because I have 

a choice to be me, to use the God that 

is in me.  To see the error of my ways, 

to treat me with kindness, the way it 

should be. 

So, each morning choose your eyes.  

Today I will choose to use my God 

eyes. 

(Inspirational writing from Development group 
member Denise Barrett) 

 

 

 

Calendar for June 2019 Sunday service 

June    2  Karena Dixon 
June    9 Anne-Marie Williams 
June    16 Matthew Tod 
June 23 Christine Donald 
June    30 Phil Bartle 
 

Phases of the Moon during June 

New Moon – Mon 3rd at 10.02 pm 

First Quarter – Mon 10th at 6.00 pm 

Full Moon – Mon 17th at 8.31 pm 

Last Quarter – Tues 25th at 9.48pm 

 

Classes – Monday nights 7pm to 9pm 

3rd June  No Class (Queen’s birthday) 
10th June Introduction to Spiritualism 
17th June Healing  
24th June Introduction to Spiritualism 
 

Special event! only $2 a head! 
 

  Clairvoyance Night  
Wednesday 19th June    7pm-9pm 

here at the church 

 

*Readings*psychometry*inspirational 

readings*inspirational speaking* 
 

Susan, Matthew, Lesley, Rochelle, 

Anne, Karena 

** CHANGE THE DATE ** 

Next reading day will be Saturday 
June 29th  

10.30am to 3pm 

My apologies this was incorrect in our 
last newsletter. 

 

Followed by Saturday 2nd November 

Same time, same place  



Healing Class  
 
Spiritual Healing is the flow of a beneficial 

energy from God through a healer to the 

recipient, that prompts the natural body 

intelligence to heal itself. 

• Learn more about & practice Spiritual 
Healing or 

• Enroll in a 2 year course to become a 
registered healer with Spiritualism NZ 

Attune with your healing guides and be a 

channel for healing from Spirit, the Divine 

Source. 

 

All enquiries to Karena  

Phone   022 064 4637 
 

Introduction to Spiritualism class 

A Monday night development circle to learn 

how to develop your mental faculties and 

connect with spirit in a safe and supportive 

environment. 

All enquiries to Matthew Tod at 
odc@spiritualgrowth4U.com 
Or phone 021 173 6344 

 
 

 
 
 

Our members are welcome to borrow from 
an extensive range of books from our 
library, for just a gold coin donation. 

Please see a committee member for 
details on membership. 

Our trade table at the back of the church 
next to the library is also a gold coin 
donation.   

All funds raised go towards the running 
and upkeep of our church. 

 

Committee Jul 2018 - Jun 2019 
 
President:   Karena Dixon  
Vice President:   Barry Hall  
Secretary:   Gina Smith 
Treasurer:   Anne Pope 
Committee: Reg Litherland 
Shelley Hornell, Annette Brooks, Vicki 
Clarkson, Vivienne Smith 
 
Ministers:  Matthew Tod   Susan Kirker 
 
 
Our point of contact for Mediums on 
platform is Shelley Hornell.   
Shelley can be contacted at 
shelleyatchurch@gmail.com  

                  

 

Our pyramid is now completely finished 
and our heartfelt thanks to Matthew and 
the committee for all the hard work that 
went in to making this happen. 

If you would like to 
make a donation 
towards our pyramid 
this would be most 
thankfully received. Our 
account to credit is ANZ 

Botany 06-0197-0037869-00.  If you could 
use ‘Pyramid donation’ as the reference. 

 

Thought for the month… 

“Instead of believing that you know 
what’s best for others, trust that they 

know what’s best for themselves” 

- Wayne Dyer 

 

mailto:odc@spiritualgrowth4U.com
mailto:shelleyatchurch@gmail.com


 

 

READING DAYS 

Saturday 29th June 2019 - 10.30am-3pm 

And 

Saturday 2nd November 2019 - 10.30-3pm 

 

• Spiritual Mediumship Reading - find peace, healing and upliftment as the 
medium bridges a connection with you and a loved one from spirit. 

 

• Mediums for the day – we will have 6-8 mediums including Karena Dixon, 
Susan Kirker, Matthew Tod and Lesley Haslip 

 

• Spiritual Healing - a modality of energy healing is freely available on request.  
Experience the joy and upliftment as your energy systems return to a state of 

balance.  

 

Ticket options (all sessions are 20 minutes) 

Option one (Any one session) – members $20, non-members $30 
Option two (Any two sessions) – members $30, non-members $40 

Option three (Any three sessions) – members $50, non-members $60 
 

Door tickets are cash sales only. 

 

Membership forms are available on our website www.spiritualgrowth4u.com 

Payment: All bookings must be pre-paid and email your choice to 
events@spiritualgrowth4U.com. 

Internet banking account: 06 0197 0037869 – 00  

reference ‘your name’ and option 1, 2, or 3 

Free parking is available in the parking lot in the rear of the centre on Charles St. 

Light refreshments will be available. 

http://www.spiritualgrowth4u.com/
mailto:events@spiritualgrowth4U.com


The following is from a blog written by Michael Tymn, in August 2011.  He did receive some 

comments on the fact that he has used the term “Red Indians” and he addresses this in a response 

at the end of the article.  He meant no offense at all, and I have included his response.  It is not my 

intention to cause offense either, I am simply sharing his vlog in its entirety for the sake of the 

content, and I have made no edits.  My apologies also, if this makes anyone uncomfortable. 

 

Why Red Indians So Often “Control” Mediums 

Posted on 08 August 2011, 12:07 

One of the real curiosities of trance mediumship, especially that of yesteryear, is the 

abundance of Red Indians serving as guides, or, as they are more often referred 

to,  “controls.”  Red Cloud, Silver Birch, Red Jacket, Sunflower, Silver Belle, 

Shenandoah, White Eagle, Silver Star, Chloe, Kokum, Hawk Chief, Chlorine, and Big 

Horn are some of the guides or controls who come to mind.  There were many 

“controls” without Red Indian names, but the Indians seemed to have a 

disproportionately high representation. 

   

Recently, however, there have been many interesting reports coming from observers 

of a group in Montcabirol, France known as the Yellow Cloud Circle. The mediums are 

Tom Morris and Kevin Lawrenson.  Isabelle Duchene of Belgium reported on her sitting 

with the Yellow Cloud Group at her web site.  She states that she was allowed to take 

a psychic photo (meaning she takes a picture when she feels or sees that the energy 

of the subject is present) of Yellow Cloud. She further explains that when she took the 

picture, (with a normal small digital camera) the medium, (who in this case was Kevin 

Lawrenson) was sitting in the cabinet with the curtain open; the room was dark other 

than a red light was on. When she looked through the view finder on the camera she 

saw Kevin sitting in the chair, but when the picture was developed it was as below. 

Essentially, the spirit “control” has two 

duties.  The first is to protect the 

medium from earthbound 

spirits.  There have been reports that 

many “earthbound” spirits are 

clamoring to communicate, even if 

they don’t know the people sitting with 

the medium.  There is concern that 

the earthbound spirits will attach 

themselves to the medium’s aura or 

energy field and negatively influence 

her or him.  It is the duty of the 

“control” to prevent this from 

happening, permitting only certain spirits access to the medium.  In the protector role, 

the control is sometimes referred to as the “gatekeeper” or “doorkeeper.” 

The second duty is to act as an intermediary on the spirit side, passing on messages 

from spirits who do not know how to communicate through a medium. In the 

intermediary role, the control is a medium on that side of the veil, interpreting 

messages from other spirits and passing them on through the earthly medium to the 

sitter.  Just as few people on this side can communicate directly with spirits, few 



spirits can communicate directly with those on this side.  In effect, the communicating 

spirit gives a message to the “control” who sends it through the earthly medium to the 

person sitting with the medium. 

There are also some controls, although “guides” may be a better word for them, who 

are not so much intermediaries as they are teachers. They are more advanced spirits 

who come to teach higher truths.  Silver Birch and Red Cloud were examples of this 

type, although Red Cloud seems to have functioned both as an intermediary and as a 

teacher.  

Speaking through trance medium Anna Wickland on March 12, 1924, Silver Star, Anna 

Wickland’s primary “control,” told Dr. Carl Wickland, a Los Angeles psychiatrist and 

Anna’s husband, that mediums so often have Indians as controls, guides, or helpers 

because Indians have no beliefs or dogmas to overcome when they pass to the spirit 

world.  So many “pale faces” are grounded in materialism and handicapped by 

religious dogma and doctrine that they do not know how to control “Nature’s 

forces.”  Unfettered by materialistic attachments and religious dogma, the Indians are 

able to make a much better adjustment after they transition to “The Happy Hunting 

Ground” and to “tune in” to various vibrational levels because they have learned to be 

one with nature during their earth lives. 

   

“Some people think Indians do not know anything because they have not had much 

schooling,” Silver Star added, “but they have true love for The Great Spirit and a true 

love for helping others.”  Another of Mrs. Wickland’s controls was Movilia, who had 

been an Eskimo medicine man of high order with a profound knowledge of nature. 

Big Horn, the control for Frederic Harding, communicated much the same thing, 

pointing out that because they grew up close to nature they were more attuned to the 

Infinite Spirit in all things and therefore they more easily adjusted to the vibrations of 

the spirit world.  However, he went on to say that “the white man’s greed, his abuse of 

the earliest trust of the natives, his false trading, his loose moral code, his inconsistent 

religious life, and above all, his ‘fire water’ gradually and inevitably corrupted, 

embittered and ruined the spiritual life of the Red People.”  

Silver Birch, the guide for British trance medium Maurice Barbanell, said that he was 

not a Red Indian.  “I am using the astral body of a Red Indian because this particular 

one had many psychic gifts on earth and therefore became available for me when I 

was asked to return and engage on this mission,” he explained.  “My life on earth goes 

back as an individual much further than the Red Indian I use to speak to you.” 

The communicating entity further explained that Silver Birch was his medium on that 

side, just as Barbanell was the medium in the world of those in attendance at the 

séance.  “I had to have what in your world would be a transformer, someone through 

whom the vibrations can be stepped up or slowed down so that I can achieve 

communication on your level,” the entity explained.  

The entity using Silver Birch’s astral body, stressed that his identity in the earth life 

made no difference as no one would be able to prove it one way or the other 

anyway.  He asked to be judged solely on what he had to say.  He added that his 

knowledge comes from the infinite source and streams through countless beings, 

“each charged with particular tasks to ensure that as much of its purity and pristine 



beauty should be preserved.  There is a great host of beings, ranging from what you 

might call the masters.  They are beyond such descriptions.”  

Still another mysterious entity was Red Cloud, the control of British medium Estelle 

Roberts.  In addition to acting as a go-between for Roberts during sittings, he also, 

like Silver Birch, delivered many lectures on philosophical matters. In her 

autobiography, Roberts said than in her nearly 50 years of being controlled by Red 

Cloud, his true identity was never revealed. “He has never told us who he was on 

earth,” she wrote. “When asked, he has always answered: ‘Know me by my works.’ 

We know that he passed this way before us, when he probably dwelt in Egypt…We 

know that his identity as a Red Indian is a cloak which is assumed in order to make 

receptive by us the very high vibrations that are naturally his because of his advanced 

spiritual attainment.” 

London Fleet Street journalist Hannen Swaffer sat with 

Roberts on numerous occasions during the 1930s. “Red Cloud 

cannot be described,” he wrote.  “When you know him you 

love him, so full is he of wisdom, kindness and helpfulness. He 

never speaks ill of anybody and never condemns.  Often he 

breaks into poetry, blank verse and rhyme mixed up, much of 

it perfect metre and rhythm and occasionally almost 

Shakespearean in its beauty…Often he uses language so 

beautiful that you find tears in your eyes, and you are glad it 

is dark. Sometimes he quotes modern poetry which the 

medium has never read.  When asked where he obtains it, he 

tells you he has access to all the literature and poetry that has 

ever been written.  He speaks of the ‘Council’ on the Other 

Side.  He personifies a Plan.  His knowledge of the Bible is amazing.  Yet, although he 

prefers to be known as an Indian, I feel certain it is only a cloak that hides his real 

self.” 

When they are not Indians, they are often young children.  “When a spirit who has 

lived to an old age on earth acts as guide, through his contact with matter he is apt to 

sense his last physical condition and this often leaves an old and tired feeling with the 

medium, while children bring a youthful magnetism,” Dr. Wickland was told by a 

communicating spirit. 

When scientists and scholars began investigating the mediumship of Leonora Piper, a 

Boston, Mass. trance medium, back in 1885, they jumped to the conclusion that her 

primary spirit control, identifying himself as “Dr. Phinuit,” a former French holistic 

physician, was a secondary personality buried in Mrs. Piper’s subconscious, as they 

could find no record of Phinuit having existed as a human (although many records 

which may have verified his existence were destroyed during the Franco-Prussian War 

of 1870).  Somehow, they reasoned, this secondary personality could tap into the 

minds of sitters and feed information back to them.  When information came through 

that was unknown to the sitters but later confirmed as fact, the researchers broadened 

the telepathy hypothesis by suggesting that the secondary personality could access 

minds anywhere in the world and even dip into some cosmic reservoir for information, 

then somehow organize all of the data and carry on a conversation with the sitters and 

the researchers.  Any hypothesis, no matter how far-fetched, was preferable to spirits, 



as believing in spirits would have meant a return to religious superstition in an age of 

enlightenment.  

But then a spirit named “George Pellew” started taking over from Dr. Phinuit.  Pellew 

had just died in a fall a few months earlier and was known to Dr. Richard Hodgson, the 

chief researcher.  He gave every indication of being the same George Pellew that 

Hodgson had known.  Hodgson and many other researchers then abandoned the 

secondary personality hypothesis and moved to a belief that the spirit control was just 

what it claimed to be – the spirit of a dead person.  . 

But many modern parapsychologists see the secondary personality hypothesis as more 

acceptable because it “more scientific.”  What none of them seems to be able to 

explain, though, is why all of these secondary personalities are liars.  Why are all 

claiming to be spirits of the dead?  Or to put it another way, why is the subconscious 

trying to trick the conscious and the sitters into believing it is the spirit of a dead 

person – Red Indian or otherwise. It is one thing to believe that a few minds are so 

warped as to play tricks on the conscious self and others, but it seems highly unlikely 

that all minds want to play the same game with the conscious self.  If so, they must 

be in some way programmed to carry out the imposture.  If that is the case, who 

programmed them all?  If God did the programming, why is He, She, or It trying to 

trick everyone into believing in spirits?  It simply doesn’t make sense. 

After studying Mrs. Piper for nearly 18 years, Dr. Hodgson died on December 20, 1905 

while playing handball.  On May 6, 1906, M. A. De Wolfe Howe paid tribute to Hodgson 

at the annual meeting of the Tavern Club in Boston.  In that tribute he read from a 

private letter written by Hodgson in 1901.  Hodgson wrote:  “I went through toils and 

turmoils and perplexities in ’97 and ’98 about the significance of this whole Imperator 

regime (a spirit called Imperator replaced Dr. Phinuit and George Pellew as Mrs. 

Piper’s control), but I have seemed to get on a rock after that – I seem to understand 

clearly the reasons for the incoherence and obscurity, etc., and I think that if for the 

rest of my life from now I should never see another trance or have another word from 

Imperator or his group, it would make no difference to my knowledge that all is well, 

that Imperator, etc., are all they claim to be and are indeed messengers that we may 

call divine.” 

Michael Tymn is the author of The Afterlife Revealed: What Happens After We Die, Resurrecting Leonora Piper: 

How Science Discovered the Afterlife and Dead Men Talking: Afterlife Communication from World War I.  

 

Comments 

Thank you for your comments.  I guess that I am not current on what is offensive 

these days. Isn’t the professional football team from Washington still called the 

Washington Redskins?   

I saw “red” as a way to distinguish native American Indians from India Indians, 

nothing more.  I suspect that if one is sensitive enough, he would not want to be 

labeled an “American” Indian.  I hope no one takes offense.  If he or she does, my 

apologies.  I remain a white European American, or as they say in Hawaii, a haole. I’m 

in the minority here and haole is something of a derogatory word to some, but I just 

laugh it off. I’m too old to be politically correct.  I do appreciate having this called to 

my attentioin. Aloha! Mike 

Michael Tymn, Tue 9 Aug,  
 

http://whitecrowbooks.com/books/page/the_afterlife_revealed/
http://whitecrowbooks.com/books/page/resurrecting_leonora_piper_how_science_discovered_the_afterlife/
http://whitecrowbooks.com/books/page/resurrecting_leonora_piper_how_science_discovered_the_afterlife/
http://whitecrowbooks.com/books/page/dead_men_talking_afterlife_communication_from_world_war_i/


 
If anyone has any potential contributions for the newsletter e.g. events, guided writing, items of interest, etc, please do email 

me at annepope8@hotmail.com 

If you could include the heading as ‘newsletter’  I will then be able to quickly pick up anything that may go to the wrong folder 

e.g. junk mailbox  

You can follow us on Facebook www.facebook.com/SpiritualistchurchNZ/ as well as visit our website; 
www.spiritualgrowth4u.com for information on Spiritualism 

 

 

 

 
 

Love and Light to All 
 

 

mailto:annepope8@hotmail.com
http://www.facebook.com/SpiritualistchurchNZ/
http://www.spiritualgrowth4u.com/

